Divergent trends in the risk of spring frost damage to trees in Europe with recent warming
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Abstract

Frost events during the active growth period of plants can cause extensive frost damage with tremendous economic losses and dramatic ecological consequences. A common assumption is that climate warming may bring along a reduction in the frequency and severity of frost damage to vegetation. On the other hand, it has been argued that rising temperature in late winter and early spring might trigger the so called “false spring”, that is, early onset of growth that is followed by cold spells, resulting in increased frost damage. By combining daily gridded climate data and 1,489 in situ phenological observations of 27 tree species from 5,565 phenological observation sites in Europe, we show here that temporal changes in the risk of spring frost damage with recent warming vary largely depending on the species and geographical locations. Species whose phenology was especially sensitive to climate warming tended to have increased risk of frost damage. Geographically, compared with continental areas, maritime and coastal areas in Europe were more exposed to increasing occurrence of frost and these late spring frosts were getting more severe in the maritime and coastal areas. Our results suggest that even though temperatures will be elevated in the future, some phenologically responsive species and many populations of a given species will paradoxically experience more frost damage in the future warming climate. More attention should be paid to the increased frost damage in responsive species and populations in maritime areas when developing strategies to mitigate the potential negative impacts of climate change on ecosystems in the near future.
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1 INTRODUCTION

While plants are highly resistant to below-freezing temperatures during the dormancy in winter, during the active growth, the sensitive tissues of plants that include buds, new leaves and flowers, are vulnerable to frosts (Inouye, 2000). The late spring frosts affect growth and reproduction of plants and thus can cause tremendous economic losses (Warmund, Guinan, & Fernandez, 2008). For example, the economic loss for agricultural crops after the 2007 eastern US spring freeze was up to $112 million, with fruit crop loss of $86 million (Warmund et al., 2008). In addition, through direct sub-lethal and potentially lethal damages to sensitive tissues of plants, frosts can affect plant fitness, alter species interactions (i.e., interspecific competition), and reduce carbon uptake, which consequently cause significant changes in the structure and function of terrestrial ecosystems.
ecosystems (Gu et al., 2008; Hufkens et al., 2012; Vitasse, Lenz, & Körner, 2014). The occurrence of frost damage is determined by the timing of frosts and that of phenological events. Due to climate warming in recent decades (Hansen et al., 2006), extreme cold events are expected to occur less frequently (IPCC, 2012) and the date of the last spring frost (LSF) has advanced (Schwartz, Ahas, & Aasa, 2006). A reduction in the frequency and severity of frost damage to plants is thus expected. Under the tremendous pressure from rapid climate change, plant species have been facing a tradeoff between early development (or growth) to maximize the length of the growing season (carbon gain) and late development to avoid frost damage (Augspurger, 2013; Bennie, Kubin, Wiltshire, Huntley, & Baxter, 2010). Varying strategies to cope with climate warming among species will have long-term effects on terrestrial ecosystems. Phenological tracking of climate change has been shown to improve the performance of many species as regards to standing biomass, plant cover, and individual growth, or to otherwise increase their fitness (Cleland et al., 2012). However, climatic warming has also generally advanced phenological events (Menzel & Fabian, 1999; Parmesan & Yohe, 2003), which may increase the exposure of vulnerable plant tissues to subsequent spring frosts.

Canell (1985) hypothesized, therefore, that climate warming in boreal and temperate zones increases the risk of frost damage to trees. This hypothesis has been addressed in several studies with modeling and experimental approaches (Augspurger, 2013; Bennie et al., 2010; Ge, Wang, & Dai, 2013; Hänninen, 1991; Schwartz & Chen, 2002). Altogether, a consensus whether the risk of plants to encounter spring frost damage due to recent warming has increased, or decreased, has not been reached (Hänninen, 2016; Vitasse et al., 2014).

Responses of phenological timing to climate warming indeed vary among species (Cleland et al., 2012). In addition to the well-known advances of spring phenology, by reducing the exposure of temperate tree species to chilling, climatic warming may have a lower impact on the advance of spring phenology, or sometimes even cause a delay of it, in these tree species (Ford, Harrington, Bansal, Gould, & St Clair, 2016; Murray, Cannell, & Smith, 1989). Thus, the temporal changes in the risk of frost damage caused by climate warming might depend on species-specific phenological responses to warming. Those species which advance the phenological timing strongly (more responsive species) may experience increased risk of frost damage, whereas species that advance the phenological timing slowly or even have delayed spring phenology (less responsive species) may have decreased risk of frost damage (Hufkens et al., 2012) (see "Materials and methods" section for the definitions of more responsive and less responsive species).

Within species, phenological sensitivity to elevated temperature varies among populations in different geographical locations (Chen et al., 2018; Ma, Huang, Hänninen, & Berninger, 2018; Schwartz et al., 2006). Furthermore, the influence of global climatic change on the frequency and distribution of frost events is also uncertain. Frosts may become more frequent in some areas and less frequent in others (Inouye, 2000). Therefore, the temporal changes in the risk of spring frost damage to a given species as a consequence of global climate change may vary geographically. In all, comprehensive studies comparing temporal changes in the risk of spring frost damage to a large number of species over broad spatial scales are urgently needed.

We used long-term phenological records of the Pan European Phenology (PEP) network (www.pep725.eu) as well as a recent high-resolution daily gridded climate data (Haylock et al., 2008) to explore the changes in the risk of spring frost damage to tree species in Europe during 1950–2013. We hypothesize that the temporal changes in the risk of spring frost damage with recent climate warming vary among species groups (more responsive vs. less responsive species) and across geographical locations. The earliest phenophase of a given species has the highest risk of spring frost damage, so it was analyzed in this study. In total, 1,488,816 phenological observations of 27 tree species from 5,565 phenological observation sites were used (see Table 1 for the studied species, and Supporting Information Figure S1 for the geographical distribution of the in situ phenological observation sites). Based on selected phenophases (Table 1), this study focused on the frost damage to the buds, new leaves and flowers. This study aimed to examine the temporal changes in the risk of spring frost damage as a result of climate warming, rather than the survival and growth of the species in response to climate warming, which is not recorded in the dataset. Thus, the effect of the frost damage on the subsequent performance of the examined tree species was not addressed.

## 2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

### 2.1 Phenology and climate data

Phenology dataset was obtained from the PEP network (www.pep725.eu), which provides a free access to in situ phenology records for multiple phenophases of a variety of plant species across Europe (Templ et al., 2018). The phenological timing was recorded as the day of year (DOY). Currently, PEP provides the phenology data grouped by phenological site, without any information on the number of trees and buds per tree at each site.

For a given species, the earliest phenophase during spring was analyzed, because it is the one where the risk of frost damage is highest. If the timing for the earliest phenophase was not recorded in the PEP dataset, then a later phenophase was used instead. For each selected species, the following screening criteria of the data were applied: (a) We removed extreme phenological records that lied far away from the bulk of observations: \[
Q_3 - k(Q_3 - Q_1), \quad Q_3 + k(Q_3 - Q_1)
\]
where \(Q_1\) and \(Q_3\) are the lower and upper quartiles of the DOYs of the phenological events, respectively, and \(k = 5\). (b) We kept in the analyzed dataset only species that were recorded at least at 10 phenological observation sites with a minimum of 10 years’ observations at each site. A total of 27 tree species from 5,565 phenological observation sites were analyzed (Table 1). For most species, there was a similar number of observations across the study period. The overall mean DOY for

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Number of Sites</th>
<th>Number of Observations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aspen</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>1,053,024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alder</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>955,432</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beech</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>829,436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherry</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>795,345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elm</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>731,256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maple</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>677,167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spruce</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>613,078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Willow</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>549,989</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Additionally, we used long-term climate data from the CRU TS 3.21 dataset (New et al., 2002) to explore the changes in the risk of spring frost damage to tree species in Europe during 1950–2013. We hypothesize that the temporal changes in the risk of spring frost damage with recent climate warming vary among species groups (more responsive vs. less responsive species) and across geographical locations. The earliest phenophase of a given species has the highest risk of spring frost damage, so it was analyzed in this study.
each species was computed as the mean phenological timing across all years and all sites, thus describing in general the species earliness in the phenological development in relation to other species. Supporting Information Figure S1 shows the geographical distribution of all PEP phenological observation sites used in the study.

We used daily temperature data from a gridded climate dataset E-OBS, which is based on EU-FP6 project ENSEMBLES (https://ensembles-eu.metoffice.com) and the ECA&D project (https://www.ecad.eu) (Haylock et al., 2008). Data in the E-OBS are derived through interpolation of observed daily temperature data from weather stations across Europe (Haylock et al., 2008). E-OBS data files contain daily minimum temperature since January 1st, 1950, with a spatial resolution of 0.25°. The mean altitude for the climate grid cell is provided as well. Due to the coarse-resolution of the grid cell data, particularly in mountain areas the altitude of the observation sites may be vastly different from the mean altitude of the climate grid. To better capture the temperature variation in each site, temperature data were adjusted using elevation difference between the site and the climate grid cell, based on a temperature lapse rate of 6.4°C/km (Olsson & Jönsson, 2014).

### Calculation of variables for frost and frost damage risk

Last spring frost (LSF) date is defined as the last calendar day (DOY) prior to 15th July, with the daily minimum temperature below −2.2°C (Peterson & Abatzoglou, 2014; Schwartz et al., 2006). The probability of potential frost damage is computed as the proportion of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>BBCH</th>
<th>#observations</th>
<th>#sites</th>
<th>Study years</th>
<th>Overall mean DOY</th>
<th>SD of DOY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Alnus glutinosa</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>73,392</td>
<td>2,854</td>
<td>1951–2013</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Alnus incana</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>563</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>1960–2013</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Sorbus aucuparia</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>24,039</td>
<td>1,451</td>
<td>1991–2010</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Syringa vulgaris</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1,134</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>1953–2013</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Larix decidua</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>98,051</td>
<td>3,613</td>
<td>1950–2013</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Prunus armeniaca</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>451</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>1950–2013</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Prunus persica</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>37,859</td>
<td>1899</td>
<td>1951–1991</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Betula pendula</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>28,937</td>
<td>1651</td>
<td>1951–2013</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Prunus spinosa</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>103,145</td>
<td>3,692</td>
<td>1950–2013</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Acer platanoides</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>85,957</td>
<td>3,322</td>
<td>1951–2013</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Aesculus hippocastanum</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>137,038</td>
<td>4,735</td>
<td>1950–2013</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Betula pubescens</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>375</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>1971–2000</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Prunus avium</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>7,776</td>
<td>356</td>
<td>1950–2013</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Fraxinus excelsior</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>63,834</td>
<td>2,605</td>
<td>1951–2013</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Prunus domestica</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>96,269</td>
<td>4,239</td>
<td>1950–2013</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Fagus sylvatica</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>110,547</td>
<td>4,044</td>
<td>1950–2013</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Prunus cerasus</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>112,885</td>
<td>4,096</td>
<td>1951–2010</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Acer pseudoplatanus</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2,413</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>1950–2013</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Tilia platyphyllos</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>75,909</td>
<td>3,586</td>
<td>1951–2012</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Pyrus communis</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>6,097</td>
<td>296</td>
<td>1950–2002</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Tilia cordata</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>49,528</td>
<td>2,379</td>
<td>1951–2013</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Quercus robur</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>113,998</td>
<td>4,148</td>
<td>1950–2013</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Populus tremula</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>911</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>1964–2005</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Prunus padus</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>28,883</td>
<td>1540</td>
<td>1951–1990</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Robinia pseudoacacia</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>38,627</td>
<td>1992</td>
<td>1951–1990</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes. Species whose advancing rate of phenological timing was higher (slower) than that of the LSF date were defined as more (less) responsive species.

*a*Denotes more responsive species. *b*Denotes less responsive species.
those populations of a given species where at least one frost event (daily minimum temperature below -2.2°C) occurred between the date of the phenological event and 15th July (Peterson & Abatzoglou, 2014; Schwartz et al., 2006). Post-dormant minimum temperature ($T_{PD}$) is the minimum of the daily minimum temperatures occurring between the date of the phenological event and 15th July, indicating the heaviest freezing stress the plants will be exposed to during the active growth period (Hänninen, 1991, 2016). In order to facilitate comparisons with the probability of potential frost damage, the severity of potential frost damage is quantified as $-T_{PD}$.

2.3 Advancing rates of phenological timing and LSF date over years

Using “lme4” package (Bates, Mächler, Bolker, & Walker, 2014) of R (R Development Core Team, 2015), linear mixed effects models including phenological site as a random intercept were run to compute the long-term advancing rates of phenological timing and the LSF date over years for each species in Table 1:

$$y_{ij} = \alpha + \beta x_{ij} + a_j + e_{ij}$$

(1)

where $y_{ij}$ is the phenological timing or LSF date in year $i$ at the site $j$, $x_{ij}$ is the year $i$ at the site $j$, $\alpha$ is the intercept with the y-axis, $\beta$ is the slope, $a_j$ is the random effect of the site $j$, and $e_{ij}$ is the error term. $-\beta$, the opposite number of the slope, is the advancing rate of phenological timing or LSF date. Species whose advancing rate of phenological timing was higher (slower) than that of the LSF date were related to the earliness of the tree species, represented as the overall mean DOY.

Then, paired t test was used to determine if there was a statistically significant difference between advancing rates of timing of the phenological event and that of the LSF date. Simple linear regression analyses were applied to separately examine how the advancing rates of phenological timing and LSF date were related to the earliness of the tree species, represented as the overall mean DOY.

2.4 Temporal changes in the probability and severity of potential spring frost damage

Mixed effects logistic regression, also known as generalized linear mixed effects model with logit link function, including phenological site as a random variable, was applied for each species to test whether the probability of potential frost damage increased or decreased during the studied period:

$$\log \text{it}(p_{ij}) = \log \left( \frac{p_{ij}}{1-p_{ij}} \right) = \alpha + \beta x_{ij} + a_j$$

(2)

where $p_{ij}$ is the probability of potential frost damage of a given species in year $i$ at the site $j$, and $1-p_{ij}$ is the probability of no frost damage occurring, $x_{ij}$ is the year $i$ at the site $j$, $\alpha$ is the intercept with the y-axis, $\beta$ is the slope, $a_j$ is the random effect of the site $j$.

A linear mixed effects model (see Equation (1)), including phenological site as a random variable, was applied to compute the changes in the severity of potential frost damage over years. In the equation the variable $y_{ij}$ indicates the value of the severity of potential frost damage ($-T_{PD}$) in year $i$ at the site $j$.

Simple linear regression analyses were performed to examine the changes in the probability and the severity of potential spring frost damage in relation to the overall mean DOY that represents the species earliness in the phenological development.

2.5 Temporal changes in the probability and severity of potential spring frost damage of trees in various geographical locations

We further analyzed the geographical variation of the temporal changes in the probability and the severity of potential frost damage for 19 species with observations over a large geographical region where the phenological observations were recorded at more than 1,000 observation sites (for the observation sites of the different species, see Table 1). We gridded the whole region into two by two degree cells. Using the phenological and climate data in each single grid cell, mixed effects logistic regression (see Equation (2)), including phenological site as a random variable, was used to compute the temporal changes in the probability of potential spring frost damage. A linear mixed effects model (see Equation (1)), including phenological site as a random variable, was applied to compute the temporal changes in the severity of potential frost damage ($-T_{PD}$) over years.

2.6 Changes in advancing rates of phenological timing and LSF date along altitude

For each species at each observation site, simple linear regression analyses were performed to compute the advancing rate of phenological timing and LSF date over years. Then, using “mgcv” package (Wood, 2001) of R (Wood, 2001), generalized additive mixed models with random intercepts for each species were run to examine the changes in advancing rates of phenological timing and LSF date along altitude.

2.7 Sensitivity analysis

The present study used -2.2°C (Peterson & Abatzoglou, 2014; Schwartz et al., 2006) as the threshold to determine the occurrence of spring frost. Additionally, we carried out a sensitivity analysis by using 0°C, -1°C, -3°C, -4°C and -5°C as the threshold.

In all data analyses, residuals from regressions were tested to confirm normality. All data analyses were conducted with the R software (R Development Core Team, 2015).

3 RESULTS

For each species, we first computed the advancing rate of the phenological timing and the advancing rate of the LSF date at sites where the phenological timing of that species was recorded. The spring phenological timing advanced at a mean rate of 0.13 days/
year, ranging from 0.43 days (advance) to −0.13 days/year (delay, Figure 1a). The spring phenological timing was advanced significantly in 21 out of the 27 species, delayed significantly in four species, and in two species it remained unchanged. Consistent with previous studies (Menzel & Fabian, 1999; Murray et al., 1989; Parmesan & Yohe, 2003), the majority of spring phenological events advanced, and unchanged and delayed spring phenology was also observed. LSF date advanced at a mean rate of 0.12 days/year, varying from 0.31 (advance) to −0.04 days/year (delay, Figure 1a). A paired t test showed that the average advancing rates of phenological timing and LSF date did not differ significantly (p = 0.73). However, phenological timing advanced faster than LSF date in some species (defined as more responsive species), whereas LSF date advanced faster in others (defined as less responsive species), indicating divergent changes in the risk of potential frost damage.

For each species, we then calculated two indicators, that is, the probability and the severity, for the temporal changes in the risk of spring frost damage. Divergent trends in both the probability and the severity of potential spring frost damage were revealed among the species examined (Figure 1b). Linear regression analyses between the probability and severity of spring frost damage and overall mean DOY suggest that the early species were more likely to have increased probability of potential frost damage (slope = −0.0008, p < 0.001) and more severe frost damage (slope = −0.001, p < 0.001) than the late species.

A paired comparison between the advancing rates of phenological timing and LSF date indicated that changes in the risk of frost damage of a given species were strongly related to the two advancing rates. Species whose phenology was more responsive to climate change, that is, species where the advancing rate of phenology was higher than that of the LSF date, tended to have an increased probability of potential spring frost damage (Figure 2a) and also an increased severity of potential spring frost damage (Figure 2b). The opposite was true for less responsive species where the advancing rate of phenology was lower than that of the LSF date (Figure 2).

We also examined the spatial variation in the temporal changes of the risk of spring frost damage in 19 species with observations over a wide geographical range where phenology was recorded at more than 1,000 phenological sites (for the phenological observation sites of the different species, see Table 1). The temporal changes in the probability and severity of potential spring frost damage of 6 species in various geographical locations are shown in Figures 3 and 4, respectively. The corresponding graphs for the other 13 species are presented in Supporting Information Figures S2 and S3. The results indicate obvious geographical differences, with maritime and coastal areas (low-altitude areas) being prone to increased risk (both probability and severity) of potential spring frost damage, and continental high-altitude areas having a reduced risk of frost damage.

As the risk of frost damage is closely related to the advancing rates of phenological timing and LSF date, we further examined the changes in the two advancing rates along altitudes across all species (Figure 5). Overall, the advancing rate of phenological timing decreased slightly with altitude. However, the advancing rate of LSF date increased drastically along altitude. At low altitudes, the phenological timing advanced more rapidly than the LSF date, resulting in an increased risk of spring frost damage. At high altitudes, the advancing of the LSF date was faster than that of phenological timing, leading to a decreased risk of frost damage.

We carried out a sensitivity analysis by using alternative frost temperature thresholds including 0°C, −1°C, −3°C, −4°C and −5°C.

**FIGURE 1** Effects of climatic warming during recent decades in Europe. (a) Advancing rates of phenological timing of the 27 studied tree species, and the LSF date at the sites where phenological timing of each species was recorded (for the tree species ID and years included, see Table 1). Negative advancing rate indicates a trend towards later phenological timing, or later LSF date. (b) Changing rates of the probability and the severity of potential spring frost damage. Negative changing rate indicates a decrease in the probability (or severity) of potential spring frost damage. See "Materials and Methods" section for the definitions of LSF, and the probability and the severity of potential spring frost damage.
No matter which frost temperature threshold was used, the phenologically more responsive species were more prone to increased risk of potential spring frost damage than the less responsive ones (Supporting Information Figure S4), and the maritime and coastal areas in Europe were more exposed to increased risk of frost potential spring frost damage than continental areas (Supporting Information Figures S5–S9).

4 | DISCUSSION

By combining daily gridded climate data and long-term phenological observation data, a comprehensive multi-species study over a large geographical area on the effects of recent warming on the risk of potential spring frost damage to trees was conducted for the first time. Our results revealed divergent trends in the warming-induced risk of spring frost damage among species, and geographical differences among populations within species. Species whose phenology was more sensitive to climate warming tended to have increased occurrence and severity of potential frost damage (Figure 2). Geographically, compared with continental areas, maritime and coastal areas in Europe were more exposed to increased risk of frost potential spring frost damage than continental areas (Supporting Information Figures S5–S9).

Previous studies have suggested that the phenologically responsive species tend to have improved performances in standing biomass, plant cover and individual growth and thus have increased fitness (Cleland et al., 2012). However, our results suggest that the species whose phenology was more sensitive to climate warming tended to experience increased risk of frost damage, which may offset the benefits of advanced phenology. The species-specific differences in the risk of spring frost damage may affect fitness of tree species and consequently have significant implications on the structure and function of terrestrial ecosystems (Gu et al., 2008; Inouye, 2000; Vitasse et al., 2014), as even slight differences in the frost damage among species can be magnified by other processes, such as interspecific competition, in natural ecosystems (Hänninen, 2016).

As the warming continues, the phenological sensitivity of temperate trees to elevated temperature is expected to decline (Fu et al., 2015). The declined sensitivity is probably attributable to reduced chilling and photoperiodic limitations, both of which prevents the premature phenological development during early spring (Fu et al., 2015). As a result, under the future climate warming more species will be expected to show an advancement rate of spring phenology that is slower than that of the LSF date. Some species that used to suffer from frost damages will probably be better adapted to escape spring frost with continued warming.

The strong geographical pattern in the temporal changes of the risk of spring frost damage suggests that tree populations are better adapted to avoid spring frost damage in continental high-altitude areas than in maritime and coastal areas (low-altitude areas). The decreased risk of frost damage at high-altitude areas is possibly caused by the more dramatic climatic warming in these areas than at low altitudes (Pepin et al., 2015). Frost damage will continue to be an issue for forest regeneration and management in areas where the risk of frost damage is increased (Woldendorp, Hill, Doran, & Ball, 2008). The geographical variation in the temporal changes of the risk of spring frost damage may affect the survival and growth of trees differently depending on the geographical locations, and thus influence the distribution of tree species, which may further alter the
forest structure and function over a large geographical region (Inouye, 2000).

The results presented in this study were based on using daily minimum temperatures below \(-2.2^\circ C\) in determining the occurrence of frosts for all species and all sites. However, there can be differences among tree species and among tree provenances (geographical regions) of a given species in their frost hardiness after the occurrence of the observed phenological events. However, we do not know any literature for addressing this issue, especially over a large geographical region. Accordingly, we carried out a sensitivity analysis by using alternative frost temperature thresholds in the calculations. Regardless of the frost temperature threshold used, the phenologically more responsive species were always more prone to increased risk of spring frost damage, and the maritime and coastal areas in Europe were more exposed to increased risk of spring frost damage than the continental areas. These consistent results based on different frost temperature thresholds indicate that our results are robust and the temporal trends remain even if the thresholds vary among species and among provenances.

The present study was based on the phenology dataset provided by the PEP network (Templ et al., 2018). The dataset involves some shortcomings, such as lacking information about the number of trees and buds per tree observed at each site, or the position of the buds observed. However, despite these shortcomings, the dataset has been proved to be a valuable source of information in earlier large-scale studies sharing a partly similar approach with the present study (Fu et al., 2015; Piao et al., 2015; Templ et al., 2018).

This study used the gridded climate dataset E-OBS (Haylock et al., 2008), derived through interpolation of the daily temperature records from the most complete weather station network in Europe. Ideally,
real observed climate data from weather stations at or near the phenological observation sites should be used. However, observed climate data for the thousands of phenological observation sites is unfortunately not available. Despite the potential bias in grids with limited observed climate data, the gridded data set is still usable when addressing such large geographical areas as in the present study.

A recent work of Liu et al. (2018), based mainly on remote-sensed data, found that the frost days when the daily minimum temperature dropped below 0°C have increased during the growing season in recent decades in the Northern Hemisphere. While in broad agreement with the large-scale results of Liu et al. (2018), our species-specific analysis additionally shows that there have been great differences among species in the temporal changes of frost damage risk. These differences should be taken into account when projecting the future effects of climate change on plants and ecosystems, otherwise oversimplified projections will be arrived at.

Furthermore, we addressed not only the probability of potential frost damage, but also its severity, and the phenology of both leafing out and flowering. In all, our approach is between the large-scale remote sensing-based approach of Liu et al. (2018), and the small-scale approaches addressing experimentally the ecophysiological details of the effects of climatic warming, such as the responses of dormancy release to various chilling temperatures under a warming climate (Cannell, 1985; Hänninen, 2016; Murray et al., 1989). For that reason the shortcomings of the PEP dataset discussed in the previous paragraph are not critical to our approach. A well-balanced combination of all these and other approaches is needed for projecting the ecological effects of climate change.

Within the context of global warming, a better understanding of occurrence and severity of potential frost damage to tree species...
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